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Two observations

1. Before / after the financial crisis

2. An American perspective
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Three main comments

1. Is there a meaningful difference between monetary 
policy “implementation” and monetary policy 
“strategy”?

2. Treatment of money

3. A different (European?) perspective on “how central 
banks set interest rates”
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Strategy / Implementation

• The strategy is a framework for determining the monetary 
policy stance on the basis of developments of indicators (e.g. 
inflation forecasts, monetary aggregates, price and cost measures, 
etc.) so as achieve a well-define objective (price stability)

• The operational framework for the implementation of 
monetary policy is a set of instruments and procedures that 
allows the central bank to set the monetary policy stance

• Weltanschaung influenced by Friedman (Hbk of Mon Ec, 1990)

• In “normal times,” the monetary policy stance is adequately 
characterised by the level of (very) short-term market 
interest rates
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• Embedded in communication

– the “neutrality” of liquidity operations

– the “separation principle” governing the difference between 
monetary policy and liquidity operations

• Embodied in institutional arrangements (e.g. Maastricht Treaty)

• Challenged by recent experience during the financial crisis

– Liquidity operations have clearly affected the stance (as 
measured by level of short-term market rates)

– Important channels of transmission (enhanced credit 
support, quantitative easing, credit easing)

Strategy / Implementation
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Treatment of money

• Text is careful in clarifying that:
– Base money is potentially an instrument of monetary policy, but in 

practice it has not been so used (e.g. currency is supplied elastically)

– Broad money (indeed, any monetary aggregate including bank 
deposits) is endogenous and is not an instrument

– Broad monetary aggregates can thus constitute intermediate targets or 
indicators

• Could be clearer in stating:
– No necessary connection between using quantitative instruments (e.g. 

NBR targets) and intermediate monetary targeting

– Using monetary variables – including M0 or components of the 
monetary base – as indicator variables does not imply that they are / 
should be used as instruments …
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• Every price (= interest rate) characterisation of monetary 
policy has its quantity (= money) dual …

• Since Poole (1970), central banks have had a convincing 
rationalisation for their focus on interest rates in 
characterising the monetary policy stance

• But when viewed from the portfolio perspective, to the 
extent that imperfections exist in capital markets, monetary 
quantities may have additional impact on asset holdings and 
hence asset prices (and spreads) …

• Such considerations may have been crucial in the build up to 
the current crisis …

• And they are at the heart of some central banks rationale for 
non-standard measures

Treatment of money
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How do they do that?

• Paper presents “conventional view”:

– Central banks control “supply of base money”;

– A demand for base money exists;

– The interaction of supply and demand determines the very 
short-term interest rate (overnight rate) Figure 3.1 

– Other market rates are then a consequence of portfolio 
choices of banks given these interactions

• There is truth in this view

• But – especially from the European perspective – it can 
nonetheless seem to be a perpetuation of what Goodhart 
(1989) called the “unhelpful dichotomy between the theory and 
reality of central bank operations …”
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• They “just do it” …

• The key elements of the interest rate setting process are 

– Standing facilities (deposit facility, marginal lending facility) 
rather than …

– Open market operations (OMOs) and liquidity conditions

• Create the interest rate corridor (or “channel” in Woodford 
language)  

• In this context, what is a “market-oriented” framework for 
monetary policy operations?

So … how do they do that?
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ECB interest rate corridor
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What are the mechanics here?

• Note that required reserves (overwhelming bulk in “normal 
times”) are remunerated at (marginal) rate at main refinancing 
operation  

• Recourse to the deposit facility is also remunerated (at MRO 
rate -100bp in “normal times”)

• Key relationship (on last day of the MP)

• In normal times, reserve averaging mechanism will ensure that 
the rate expected on the last day of the MP feeds back to all 
earlier days: “martingale hypothesis”

• Some frictions / asymmetries (no overdraft, relative cost of 
being “locked in” versus short at end of MP, etc.)
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Liquidity and anticipation effects

• The “anticipation effect” is central to stabilising interest rates 
within the MP – allows infrequent, decentralised interventions

• Within corridor, we see the phenomena discussed in the 
paper (in fact, number of “natural experiments” in ECB 
experience):

– “overbidding episodes” in 2000

– “liquidity effect” obvious in behaviour of EONIA within 
interest rate corridor since end of 2008 …

• But system has been refined to manage such effects

– Since March 2004, alignment of maintenance periods with 
timing of interest rate decisions 
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Between maintenance periods

• Once interest is paid on reserves, what matters is the spread 
(i.e. width of corridor) not the level

• Exception is “excess reserves,” which are not remunerated at 
the ECB

• These are very small amount of total and empirical evidence 
suggests they are not very interest elastic …

• So it is not so surprising that level of interest rates is not 
closely related to level of reserves

• Even if ultimately there is some relationship between the 
reserve base (much of which is interest-bearing) and interest 
rates
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So what is the FED doing?

• Viewed in this way, the FED is operating an “implicit 
corridor” in its daily operations …

• Suggests role for communication issues: 

– Not unique to the FED – ECB has also faced 
communication challenges in context of the financial crisis

– In general, more discussion of the connection between 
monetary policy operations and communication (“signaling 
of the stance”) would be helpful

• Again crisis has triggered some changes e.g. FED paying interest 
on reserves
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The financial crisis

• We have seen a dramatic increase in the demand for reserves
• This has been met with a perfectly elastic supply of reserves 

(fixed rate full allotment tender procedure in all Eurosystem 
operations – in essence turning this operations into standing 
facilities)

• Why?
– Massive increase in demand for central bank 

intermediation at time of market malfunctioning
– Key benefit of such intermediation is anonymity at a time of 

adverse selection in the market itself
– Need for further research on stigma and crucial 

importance of maintaining confidentiality of individual bank 
bid schedules
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Central bank balance sheets
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Central bank balance sheets
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Central bank balance sheets
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Central bank balance sheets
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